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On the unsteady hydromagnetic free convection flow 

past a vertical infmite flat plate 

By lOAN POP 

U ni ",rsity of Oluj, O!uj Roumania 

( Rece;"ed Nov,mber 15, 1968) 

Tliis pAper consIders the unsteady laminar free convectlOn flow of VlSCOUS incom. '\ 
presB.ible and conductIng flUid past d verlicd) infinite flat pl:tte whose temperature \':mee n~ \ 

!lome powers of time 10 the prc~cnce of a cOIlSt:lnt hOrl::ontal Illilgnetlc field. 

INTRODUCTION 

Gupta (1900) usmg the method of characteristic has studied the effect 
of a constant horizontal mugnetLC field on two dimensional unsteady 
lammar (rce convection flow past a vertical intrmte flat plate for. stepwise 
change In the surface temperature. The purpose of this paper is to present 
analytical solutions for the same problem when the wall temperature varies 
as some powers of time. • 

BASIC EQUATIONS 

Let us assutne that the origin of the coordinate system IS at the lowest 
pomt of a nat plate, the x-axis bemg along the plate vettically upwards 
and the y- axIS perpendicular to It. A uniform magnetic field of 
strength no is apphed perpendicular to the plate. Under this condition 
cunSlJerin~ an miilllte vertical plate, the unsteady hydromagnetic laminar 
free convection boundary-layer equatIOns may be written as : 

au a'u iii BY' = 0 - mu, ... (1) 

ae a'8 
at = Pr 'BY' ' ... (2) 

where 

Y = jlL , ! = "i/L, u=ilLlv , 
... (3) 

8 = pyL' ( f - f~ )/.', m =aB;L'lpv, 

where i is the time variable, D, the velOcity component along the plate, 
f, the temperature variable, 1' .. , the ambient temperature, L, the characte· 
ristic length, B,= I'/i" the magnetic induction, v, the kinematic viscosity 
1'" the magnetic permeabUity, p, the denSity, u, the acceleration due to 
gravity, a, the electrical conductivity, Pr, the Prandtle number,~, the 
toeJlicient of volumetric expansion and m, the hydromagnetit parameter. 
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Equations (1) and (2) are to be solved with the following initial and 
boundary conditions: 

U (y,O) = 6 (y,O ) = 0, } 
u(O,I) =u(oc,t) = 9(0<,t)=0. 
8 (0,1) = 9w ( I) = a I~, 

.. (4) 

where Ow is the prescribed value of 8 at the surface. a, an arbitrary 
constant and <, any positive integer. 

In (1) it is assumed that the magnetic Reynolds number is small, so 
that the induced magnetic field is negligible in comparison to the imposed 
magnetic field. Further. since no external electric field is applied, and 
the effect of polarization of IOnized fluid IS negligible, [t can be .s.umed 
that the induced electric field is zero. 

SOLUTION OF THE GOVERNING EQ,UA110NS 

For small values of mt and for 1'r=1 (it is • case frequently 
encountered in practical problems) we assume that the solutIOn of the 
equations (1) and (2) is (Singh 1964) : 

8 = at·t(~), u = ag~t<+[ 2: in(,!) (ml)", 
•• 0 

... (5) 

where ~~YI2t"'. Substituting (5) into (1) and (2) we get the equatIOns: 

r+2~"-4oL\=0, ... (6) 

f:+2~f,'-4(<(+ 1) 1,= -4\" ... (7) 

I. '+2')j'.-4(oL+2) 1.=4/" 
t." +2'1/,' -4(oL+ 3) 1,=4/,; 

where primes denote differentitation with respect to ~. 
boundary conditions of (6) - (9) are: 

((0) = 1, t(oe) = 0, 

1,(0) = I.(oe) = 0 (n~O). 
} 

... (8) 

.. (9) 

The corresponding 

... (10) 

OrMe (i) : ... = 0 ( step change in the surface temperature). The equa

tion (6) becomes: 
r + 2'1t' = 0. . .. (11) 

Solution of (11) satisfying the boundary conditions (10) is given by 

(earslaw Ii<. Jaeger 19~) : 

'(~) = 1 - 2_["._,. cl8=erl,n 
V..,. )(1 

Now, the equation (7) becomes: 

I: + Z'If; - 4/. = - erl.~· 

... (12) 

".(13) 
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We now focus attention upon equatIOn (13). We shall seek a parti' 
cular ,olution of equation (1.1) by writing: 

f.p (II) ~ X('I) .,j,~ '" 1'('1). ... (14) 

where Ihe [unctions X('I) and 1'('1) ~or,",·d by equattans : 

X" + 2'IX' - 4X ""- 4, } .. (15) 

are; 

X('I) = - 2'1', 1'('1) = ~"" ~e-< ... (16) 

Two partlcular solutions of homogeneous equation (13) are; 

f./,(It} =1+2/1', i."h)-- } (1+2'1') ('Ij,~- J; ~e-;. ...(17) 

The general ,01ullOn of (13) " : 

J~('I) ~- (,,(1 + 2'1') ·1· 0, [ 1 (1 + N) erJ,~ - _1- rye-"] 
4 V'" 

2 J 

- 2'1' or} ,I, + \/; ~e-' , ... (18) 

To determ~nc the constalltl-, C't .Uld c~ We shaH make use of the 
boundary condition> (10). We have (), -- 0, = 0 and therefore (18) 
becomes: 

, .. (19) 

The ,oluttons of the equation, (8) ,'1d (9) will be determined in the 
same way a, the solutIOn of equation (13) and have the following form; 

Z 1.' 
f,('I) = - 3' II' "j,ry + T7;' (z.;' - 'I) c-" , 

,,,(20) 

f,('t} = - ! 'I' "j,ry + 4-5 2--- (2ry' - ry' + ~ ry \.-"' 
45 v", 2 1 

Case (ii) : " is any po,itive mteger, In this case the solutions of the 

equations (6) - (9) satisfYlOg the bouudJty condition, (10) are ( Pop 1967, 

1968) : 

\(~) = 2'"T(,,+l)rl.('I), 

f.(~) = 2'·T(\+1)U.(~) - 2""'] 'r(~+2)y.+, 1>1), 

f,(ry) = 2'1'+llr("i-Z)Y<+lh) -. 2,"-lF(<<+l)y.h) ... (21) 
- 2""r({t3)y<H(II), 

Uri) = 1/3 l2,"-lr(" H)u.(II) -- 2"+'r(~1 4)u'+3(ry)] 
+ 2"t'r(~+3)g.+a(~) - 2'·tlF(~+Z)Y'tl(~)' 
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where r is the symbol of the gamma function and 

2"'-~ 9 
Y"('/) ~ 11;' ,-11'" D_H.(~v'2), ... (22) 

D_!_, .. {W'I) being the parabolic,cylinder function of order -I-2ot, 
for ot~O (Whittaker & Watson 1927). The properties of the function 
g. ('I) have already been dIScussed in detail by Watson (1 q1i). 

at)) 

Figure 1. The variation of the ratio 7,,/7, with mt. 

Now, we can calculate the ,kin friction at the plate. Thus, 

T" = I" ( iJu ) ~ ff9Z#P t'+ "',,!I' [/.'(0)+11'(0) (ml) 
oy y~, 

+.f,'(O) (mt)'+ ... J ... (23) 

In the absence of magnetic field the local skin friction at the plate is 
given by : 

.,.(24) 

Considering (21) the ratio of the skin {, ;ction wIth and without the 
hydromagnetic interactions is given by : 

'. = 1 _ 1 ( mt )+ ___ J_ ( ~t )' + ... . .. (25) 
" 2(ot+3/2)'Z 2(ot+3/2) (H5/2) 2 . 

The skin friction ratio r wiT" is ploned against mt in figure 1 for «=0, 
1 and 2. It is clear th.t the effect of magnetic field is to decrease the skin 
fnction. It is further noted that the skin friction increases when " 
increases. 
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